iStar™
High Torque Cordless Prophylaxis Handpiece

Freedom to choose!
No tubing, no foot pedal
Any angle you want; it’s your choice...

Choose the angle that fits you best!
The iStar™ is a cordless handpiece designed to make dental hygiene procedures easier, faster and less stressful.

No autoclavable parts means faster turnaround*

Freedom from handpiece hoses and foot pedal
- No foot pedal is necessary, meaning one less thing to clutter the operatory
- The lightweight cordless design offers less stress on your hand and body

Select the disposable prophy angle of your choice
- You no longer need to sacrifice your preferred angle in order to go cordless

Variable rotational controls
- Able to choose stable speed by selecting five levels from 500-2500 rpm and operate without unnecessary stress on speed adjustment

StarDental® part numbers:
- iStarTM System 8942380 (265993)
- Disposable sleeves 8942382 (265996)

* Uses disposable sleeves

To Reorder Call 800.645.2310 or Visit darby.com